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MANCHESTER METROLINK -18 MONTHS ON
David Ling, University of Manchester Institute of Science & Technology
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David Ling's presentation on the Manchester Metrolink to a well attended
meeting in January covered the history and background; the economic
evaluation methods and a comparison of the forecasts with the outcome;
some of the lessons learnt; and plans for extending Metrolink.
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History and Background

The Package Approach to Funding of Local
Authority Transport
Tom Worsley, Department of Transport
March 1994

19

There had been a long history of plans with the SELNEC study in the early
1960's giving rise to the PTE public transport plans. This developed into a
proposal for a full BR-gauge rail tunnel linking Victoria and Piccadilly
stations but which failed to secure funding.
'

Trafficmaster - Real Time Traffic Information
Mark Sampson, Trafficmaster pIc
April 1994

26

Track Access Charging
Philip O'Donnell, Railtrack
May 1994

BR had invested some money into the rail network, for example the
Windsor Link which joined Piccadilly InterCity services with Regional
Services to the north-west.
By the early 1980's Piccadilly Station was
becoming increasingly crowded at peak times, particularly by certain
services that had been diverted from Victoria to Piccadilly.

29

In April 1982 a Joint Rail Strategy Study Group was established by GMC,
BR and the GMPTE which produced an options report a year later. Four
main options were considered:
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(i) The Pic-Vic rail link solution.
(ii) Light rail using existing surface lines with some street running.
(iii) Light rail in cut-and-cover in the city centre (probably as expensive as
Pic-Vic).
(iv) Bus lanes and guided Busways.
Following publication of the report, study tours to see systems in Europe
and North America led to a further report on the preferred
strategy
published early in 1984. The preferred scheme identified parts of the
existing rail network that could be converted to light rail:

*
*
*
*
*

Bury to the north (which was fairly isolated but carried large flows),
Altrincham to the south,
Glossop and Hadfield to the east,
Marple and Rose Hill to the south east,
Oldham and Rochdale to the north east.

2
with, in the longer term, some abandoned lines being re-opened
built to, e.g., Salford Quays and Dumplington to the west.

3
and spurs

In November 1984 a report making the case for Light Rapid Transit (LRT)
was published followed by an application, in July 1985, to the Department
of Transport
(DoT) for section 56 (s.56) grant aid. An initial response
from the DoT was received in November 1985, leading to a further
submission being made in July 1987 for the proposed LRT system.
After the initial s.56 application there were two key events which had an
effect on the subsequent submission:
(i)
(ii)

the s.56 rules were changed whereby all user benefits had to be
captured in the fare box,
bus deregulation effects had to be covered (done by a sensitivity test).

In January 1988 the Secretary of State indicated provisional approval for
Phase I, conditional on private sector funding and operation. Therefore
approval was given to proceed to the tender stage. The DoT gave approval
to proceed with service diversions and preliminary works in November
1988 and the following October the Minister of State for Transport
announced that a s.56 grant had been approved.
Between 1984 and 1988, during the period of justification and making the
grant bids, Parliamentary powers were sought and enacted.
Funding was provided by a combination of grant and loan. There were
several changes to the contractual basis of the project which eventually led
to a DBOM (Design, Build, Operate, Maintain)
arrangement.
The
successful
tenderers
(out of eight)
were a consortium
of
GEC/Mowlem/AMEC
and Greater Manchester Buses. The PTE are the
owners whilst the franchisees operate the system.
During construction
the two existing railway lines were closed with
replacement buses serving the routes - the Bury Line for a year and the
Altrincham Line for six months. The replacement bus services were not
popular with passengers because of long and unpredicable journey times
caused by road congestion.
Description of Metrolink, 1992
Metrolink was planned to connect the main central stations of Victoria and
Piccadilly and south to Deansgate and the GMEX Exhibition Centre. The
system was opened in stages between April and July 1992:
April:
Bury to Victoria
Victoria to GMEX
GMEX to Altrincham 12.3 km with nine existing stations.
June:
Piccadilly Gardens to Piccadilly
July:

The Bury to Victoria section is 15.9 km using ten existing stations,
operating on conventional rail track previously used by BR 1.2 kv DC 3rd
rail stock. The GMEX to Altrincham section is 12.3 km using nine existing
stations (i.e. excluding GMEX), operating on conventional rail track
previously used by BR 25 kv AC stock plus the disused railway right-of-way
from Cornbrook to GMEX. In the city centre there is 2.7 km of street
running some on sections with exclusive rightof-way.
Figure 1 illustrates the location of Metrolink in relation to the city centre
and the rail network in Greater Manchester. Possible future extensions of
Metrolink operation are also shown.
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Economic Evaluation
The initial evaluation work assumed that the complete network would be .
built. However the DoT rejected this, insisting on an isolated scheme
approach with a "No Rail Base" case as a do-minimum. There followed a
fairly standard cost -benefit analysis that compared:
(i) a do-minimum base case of no new rail, with
(ii) retaining existing rail to Bury and Altrincham with refurbishment,
(iii) Metrolink light rail options.

and
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The process failed to identify certain benefits such as those arising from:
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preventing the transfer to car which would arise if the Bury Line was
closed;
a refurbishment
(low cost) option, abandoning electrification
and
limiting expenditure to essential repairs.

%

ill
III

Discounted costs and benefits (at mid-1986 prices) estimated for the
evaluation done in March 1987, can be divided into three groups listed
below and illustrated in Figure 2.
direct LRT capital (£41.46m) and operating (£66.93m) costs,
bus capital (£7.13m) and operating (£22.39m) cost savings that will not
be incurred, and
(iii) benefits from passenger time savings (£6.85), generated fare revenue
(£7.62m), car resource cost savings (£51.31m) and road congestion
savings (£55.86m).

(i)
(ii)

Figure 2: Metrolink Sources or Capital Cost Funding
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6
These costs and benefits
benefit cost ratio of 1.39:1).

7

gave a net present

value of £42.77m

(or

Outcome vs. Estimates
Analysis of the actual events against the projections yields the following
comparisons based on the costs and revenues of Metrolink:
(i)

(ii)

Costs of the scheme made no allowance for the costs of disruption,
traffic congestion or diversion. Bus operators and delivery vehicles
had problems because of the rail closures.

(iii) Operating costs turned out to be very similar at £8m per annum to
those estimated during the evaluation (£7-£8m per annum).
(iv) Revenues, at £9-£10m per annum, exceeded those on the previous BR
services by £6m and the LRT forecast by £2-£3m.
(v)

Metrolink now runs at an operating profit of fl-£2m compared to (a)
an estimated break even and a cost of £4 in s.20 payments from the
PTA to the previous BR service.

The fmancial forecasts and achievements
Table 1:

of Metrolink are summarised

in

The outturn capital costs (at £145m) were over twice the estimated
cost (£57m). The source of capital funding is shown in Figure 3:
Table 1: Metrolink Forecasts and Achievements
BR Previous

Figure 3: Metrolink Economic Evaluation - LRT compared to No-rail Base
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£7-£8m/annum

£8m/annum**
£9-flOm/annum**

break-even

£1-£2m/annum
operating profit

+ £7/annum

£4m/annum
s.20 payments

+ estimate for 1990

*mid 1991 prices

* * estimate for 1993

The Service Frequencies operated have been standardised throughout the
day to a 6 minute headway which is different from the evaluation.
Congestion during the height of the peak has been alleviated by operating
two twin-articulated
units to double the capacity. Table 2 compares the
operated service frequencies
that used to exist and assumed in the
evaluation with the actual:
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Table 2: Service Frequencies (minutes): Bury-Manchester
Altrincham- Manchester
Previous

Peak
Off-peak
Journey Times
Bury Line
Altrincham Line

10
15
23 mins
26 mins

Assumed in
Evaluation
5
10

and
Actual

6
6
22mins
24 mins

8

9

Better penetration of the city centre occurs but some of the journeys times
are longer than before. For example, speeds in the central area are limited
to 24 km!hr (15 mph) and therefore it does not provide a means of getting,
e.g. from Piccadilly to Victoria.
Patronage has shown a steady growth but it has not recovered to its preclosure levels because they were so protracted. When the replacement bus
service was introduced people diverted to other bus services and car, and
have not returned to rail since opening of the Metrolink. However, off-peak
patronage has been significantly higher than forecast due to higher volumes
in the contra-peak direction than anticipated.
Overall, an (annualized)
Metrolink patronage of 12.4m compares well with the LRT forecast of 12m
and on the previous BR services of 7.6m.

Future Development of the Network
Planning powers have been gr.anted for conversion of the Oldham and
Rochdale Lines and the spur to Trafford Park. However, these extensions
are probably not justified on grounds of relief to road congestion. A link to
Manchester Airport has also been proposed but this would not be used by
air passengers as a faster rail link has been opened recently.

Discussion
The discussion opened with a question on "whether any lessons had been
learnt from Europe?".

Modal transfer: the evaluation estimate of transfer from other modes to
Metrolink compared with the actual modal shift is shown in Table 3 below:

David Ling:
The system is does allow wheelchair
proven design with high floors.

Table 3: Metrolink Patronage: approximate sources

Geoff Mileham (NSE) asked "whether the escalation of costs could have
been foreseen?".

Initial Assessment *

Source

Evaluation Estimate

Ex-rail
Ex-bus
Ex-car

64
25
}

50
25
10

Generated

} 11
}

15

David Ling:
}
}

25

}

access but it is of

It was probably not possible to have foreseen.

Peter Maynard (Tyne & Wear Metro) asked the speaker to comment on
the time and costs to convert to light rail.
David Ling:
Manchester Metrolink probably did not want to know about
all the problems and costs associated with the conversion.

*survey done in autumn 1993 which needs to be treated with caution in
assessing long-term trends and because of the long periods of closure

Roger Webber (London Buses) asked whether Metrolink "can charge what
fares they like?".

Lessons Learnt

David Ling:
The PTE can specify a minimum level of service and
concessionary fares but cannot regulate normal fares through ticketing.

Clearly there are a number of lessons that can be learnt from Metrolink:
(i)

(ii)

Schemes are worth doing if someone else can be persuaded
the capital costs.

to incur

Jonathon Roberts (Westminster Communications)
the wider economic benefits for the scheme.

was concerned

about

can be

David Ling:
Agreed that these had not been included but that a study
was being undertaken by Salford University into the wider long-term
effects.

has not been a success; it does not allow
sufficient
control over design of the infrastructure,
especially
aesthetics and features that are necessary to win public acceptance.

Andrew Evans (University of London) raised the point on whether there
are any disadvantages
to Metrolink being privately operated, e.g. is it
detrimental
to the achievement
of a fully integrated public transport
system?

Such schemes can be made more attractive
extracted from developers.

if contributions

(iii) The DBOM arrangement

(iv) The scheme can be viewed as a commercial success but an economic
failure.

10
David Ling:
Yes, a public operator would have foregone revenues to
participate in joint ticketing arrangements over a wider area. Fares are
high, e.g., Bury to Manchester is £1.80 compared to £1.40 for a similar
journey on BR.
Peter Burgess (Private Consultant) asked David Ling to expand on his
conclusion that Metrolink is a financial success but an economic failure.
David Ling:
been achieved
have achieved
hasty dismissal

Essentially, he believed that the same benefits could have
at lower costs: retaining and refurbishing BR services could
traffic congestion benefits and he was disturbed about the
of busways as an option.
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TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORT POLICIES
Tim Pharoah.
University.

Reader

in Transport

and Urban

Planing.

South Bank

The development of policies which support the use of sustainable transport
modes is a particularly wide topic. This paper considers the various issues
which arise in such policy development
and how a United Kingdom
sustainable transport policy could be framed.

Sustainable Transport
Report by Peter Burgess with additional material by Laurie Baker

Policy Issues

Today local streets are not generally used as a play area by children to
the same extent as they were in the 1950s, say. (One might speculate
whether this is because of increased vehicular traffic levels or because
of the growth of the video games industry - ML.)
Public space in cities tends to be dominated by motor vehicles.
Traffic calming opportunities are inversely proportional to traffic flow.
Pedestrian footways are frequently
urban areas.

obstructed

by motor vehicles in

Out-of-town Superstore development has taken place. This raises a
number of questions including whether the level of pedestrian safety
adjacent to such developments is adequate.
"High" and "Low" estimates
of road traffic growth have been made.
However, policy has not been adjusted to arrest forecast road traffic
growth. One element of a Sustainable Transport Policy might be the
setting of road traffic targets.
•

To take a political view the implementation of policies which support
sustainable transport modes would require that these policies are
perceived, by MPs and Councillors,
as being popular with their
constituents. If these policies enjoyed the support of both politicians
and their constituents, the likelihood of their implementation would
increase. It is useful therefore to consider the following:
Support fewer cars and more public transport
Yes
views of European city residents
84%
politicians assessment of citizens views 51%
Source: UITP, 1991

No
16%
49%

12
This would suggest politicians
constituents' on this issue.

are not necessarily

13

in touch with their
FIgUrC 1: Hierarchy of Traffic Reduction Objectives
/'

Individuals attitudes to car ownership are also crucial. These are
estimated to be 50% related to transport issues only and 50% related
to more emotional issues, such as pride.
"Parking and Traffic Management,,1 and local authorities' Unitary
Development Plans (UDPs) might suggest that the following classes of
road traffic should be targets for restraint:

I
I
I

ACCESS

ECONOMY

II

Traffic

Trade

II

I

ENVIRONMENT

I

I

II
II

QUALITY

SOCIAL

I I

OF LIFE

PERSONAL

~

A typical restraint policy, usually in the form of parking and traffic
management, attempts to restrict:
Source: Tim Pharaoh, 1993

traffic travelling through, or gaining access to, town centres;
peak period traffic;
car commuter traffic.

I

Is there a link between economic growth and vehicular traffic growth?

It can be noted that such restraint policies would generally have little
impact on the total number of vehicle miles. In London the peak period
road traffic volume comprises 5% of total vehicle miles.
How to discourage car use, and encourage diversion onto public
transport, when buses (for example) are constrained by the congested
road network? It is suggested that the first step in deterring car use,
through former car commuters, say, diverting to buses, would be to
improve bus service quality, by protecting routes from the variable
disruption caused by other traffic.
How do alternative planning policies affect the use of sustainable
transport
modes?
For example, policies which promote the
development of out-of-town Superstores, as opposed to those which
support the commercial viability of existing High Street shops, will
have an impact on the use of sustainable transport modes. Residential
and commercial planning policies will, in a similar way, influence road
traffic volumes.
Conflict between "Access" and "Quality of Life" Demands.

The performance of various economies relative to car-kilometres has been
investigated and the ratio of car-kilometres to Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) calculated for a number of countries (shown in Figure 2).

Figure 2: Car Use and Economic Output
Index:
20

GB

France

GerlTJlny

Irelend

SW f

tzer

Nether

Figure 1 shows the dual objectives of traffic reduction of Access and
Quality of Life requirements, and how these break down into seven subobjectives.

~O

I and

londs

SpaIn

USA

1

Traffic Management
and Parking Guidance.
Transport, Circular 5/92. 26th August 1992.

Department

of
Car kilometres per unit of per·capita GDP, 1989

G8

=

100
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Is there a link between
growth?
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growth in retail sales and vehicular

traffic

a relatively low level of car ownership;
a high percentage of walk trips (as a proportion
trips made by various modes);
compact town and city layouts;
80% of the population lives in urban areas.

Figure 3 shows the results of a study of 38 German cities which indicated
that there is an inverse relationship between growth in retail sales and the
percent of trips by car.

of total person

These strengths could be built on to develop a transport policy which
encouraged the use of Sustainable Transport modes in the following way:
Figure 3: Car Use and Retail Growth - Distnbution

of 38 German Oties

upgrade existing high-density
residential
neighbourhoods
through traffic calming and shared-space developments;

Retail Sales Growth 1978 - 19851

Percent
of Trips
by Car2

Below average

Average

Above average

Below average

1

6

10

Average

1

7

2

Above average

3

6

2

devise a motor vehicle traffic reduction strategy and attempt to
reduce, for example, from 95% the percentage of shoppers who
arrive by car at Lakeside, Thurrock;
implement planning policies which reduce the requirement to
travel (annual vehicle kilometres
travelled
in the UKhas
increased fivefold since the 1950s) by, for example, locating jobs
near to residential areas;

Source: DIFU. Berlin 1991
Notes:

l.
2.

Retail growth trends of inner cities
Percent of customers arriving by car, in relalion to average city size.

encourage diversion from car to other modes;

When pedestrianisation/traffic
calming is proposed to be introduced in a
town centre, retailers are likely to complain that this proposal will make
access by car more difficult and that consequently
trade will suffer.
Retailers are also likely to complain if, after pedestrianisation
has been
implemented, it is suggested that traffic should be allowed back into the
street!
European planning practice has generally been to provide pedestrian and
public transport access to shopping streets. For example, Dortmund has
seamless pedestrian
precincts, while trams provide public transport
services to retail areas in Amsterdam.
Examples of European planning practice encouraging pedestrian
access/public transport links to retail areas:
a footway/cycleway ring "road" is provided in Munster, Germany;
high quality public transport information is provided both invehicle and at modal interchanges;
investment in light-rail systems, such as the one in Grenoble.

Re-directing
Modes

United Kingdom Policy to Support

Sustainable

Transport

The UK planning/transport environment has the following existing features,
which can be seen as having the potential to support Sustainable Transport
modes:

improve the quality of urban life ie improve "Lifestyle" and
"Travelstyle". These improvements to lifestyle can be seen as the
carrot with which to encourage
diversion to Sustainable
Transport modes.

Discussion
Geoff Mileham (Network SouthEast):
The Department
of Transport
(DOT) has stated that additional road network capacity is required in
order to accommodate peak period vehicle flows. Would you accept that a
sustainable transport policy could require that the planned funding for this
additional road network capacity be diverted to funding public transport?
Tim Pharoah:
One difficulty faced is that rail infrastructure investment,
present
regime, has to demonstrate
a financial
rather than an
environmental (eg discouraging car use) return.
Aubrey Benn (Confederation
of British Industry):
One way of
encouraging the use of Sustainable Transport modes would be to plan
smaller cities with places of residence located close to the work place.
Tim Pharoah: One could also consider the impact of charging car users for
the congestion (or possibly the environmental costs) that their car journey
imposed. This would lead to different location decisions being made.

16
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Peter White (University of Westminster):
The household
is the unit
which undertakes location decisions. Surveys have shown that while a
household may relocate so that the head of household (the husband, say)
can cycle to work, his spouse may now be forced to make a car trip which is
several times longer than her previous journey.

Tim Pharoah: A difficult question.
Trips to school by car, escorting
children, may be an appropriate type of trip to target. Road pricing would
allow individuals to appreciate the cost of such a school run and may
encourage them to make alternative arrangements.
Even without road
pricing, more selective car use could be achieved with shared car
ownership (local rental) schemes, as are now operating in many continental
cities.

Peter Jones (University of Westminster): What
mean?

does less travel

to work

Tim Pharoah: A reduction in person kilometres travelled to work. One
difficulty is that surveys have not addressed total travel by households and
how this changes. Therefore, one cannot judge whether a reduction in
person kilometres has been achieved across all modes. Research suggests
that the number of trips per person per day is constant. (Tim Pharoah
would appreciate information on this aspect.) Therefore, the requirement
is to reduce the length of each trip.
Aubrey Benn: Surely this reduction can be encouraged by having tighter
town planning regulations which would encourage local cinemas, more city
centre supermarkets
and residential flats above town centre shops and
offices?
Geoff Mileham:
Network SouthEast research has shown that, generally,
individuals do not like travelling to work.
Peter Jones:
German research has suggested person trip rates are
constant. Old and new towns both experienced approximately the same
proportion
of individuals
commuting
into the centre. Commuter
journey-to-work
isochrones were found to encompass large catchment
areas, ifjourney-to-work,
delays increased
out-of-town
residential
developments were found not to be viable.
Tim Pharaoh: In (the former) West Germany the adjustment
in car
ownership has been incremental. However, in (the former) East Germany
car ownership has increased exponentially generating significant impacts.
Possibly current attitudes attach a novelty value to this previously denied
luxury car use and these attitudes will diminish as the novelty wears off.
Peter White:
PPG 132 is currently circulating in draft (Note: final version
issued in March). How will this affect policy? Will it encourage a clash
between the DOT and the Department of the Environment?
Roger Webber (London Buses):
A reduction in person kilometres is a
very broad policy goal. How is the appropriate
trip type identified,
targeted and reduced?
2

Department of the Environment/Department
of Transport.
Planning Policy Guidance: Transport. March 1994.

PPG 13,

Roger Webber:
The technology used in the Cambridge
congestion charging would be appropriate.

time-based

Peter Jones:
An improved urban life style would be the carrot that
encourages less car use. It is necessary to identify which trips are essential
and target them for reduction. Hampshire County Council is encouraging
individuals to make less use of cars and identify the importance of their car
trips. Here car users have not necessarily seen their car use as essential
and if a car was not available would divert to cycling/walking.
Tim Pharaoh: A Bremen study confirmed that walking/cycling are the
preferred alternatives to car use. A preference would be a charge for a car
at point of use - having a car (i.e. the investment) is likely to lead to car use.
Therefore, there is a need for a mid-point between no car and having a car,
and therefore use.

Report by Martin Lawrence, Senior Consultant. Oscar Faber TP A.
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FUNDING

Tom Worsley, Senior Economic Advisor, Department

OF LOCAL

of Transport

This was one of the best attended talks given recently by the Transport
Economists' Group. The speaker talked about the system of funding local
authority transport programmes and how package deals are evaluated by
the Department of Transport.
The Package Approach
The package process is a new administrative
mechanism for central
government funding of local authority transport programmes. The package
approach is intended to encourage local authorities to take a more holistic
approach, based on policies and strategies which recognise the interaction
between transport and other policy areas. It is principally intended for
urban transport policies, but may be used in rural and other types of area.
Package bids are for capital expenditure projects only.
Prior to the package approach road and public transport,
cycling or
pedestrian schemes were presented and appraised independently - there
was no obligation for local authorities to consider how different modes of
transport could together contribute to the local economy and environment.
Key aspects of the approach is that package bids should be:

Local Authority Expenditure on Transport
Local authority spending is considered in two separate accounts; current
and capital. Broadly, capital expenditure is for one-off investment projects,
and current expenditure for on-going expenses. Current expenditure by
local authorities on transport is shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Local Authority Expenditure on Transport
Current Expenditure
Roads
Parking
Concessionary Fares
Bus and other public transport research
Rail support

1,746
(144)

401
228

104
2,335

Current Total
Capital Expenditure
Roads
Public transport
Ports and airports

Grant
435
11

Credit Approval
532

Capital Total

446

653

101
20

Local Authority Total

1,099
3,434

Flexible;
Part of a strategy, which:
specifies overall objectives for the long and short terrns
links transport and wider economic objectives
ensures consistency between transport and land use assumptions,
and
ensures consistency between individual transport schemes;
Area wide (covering more than one town/local district where two or
more local authorities who share common policies and goals and are
content to combine their bids); and
Funded by a common budget for local public transport and roads.

Current (revenue) expenditure
In detail, current expenditure on transport falls into 7 blocks:
education;
personal;
social services;
police & flre;
highways maintenance;
other services; and
capital financing.
For each authority and each of these blocks formulae are used to derive
Standard Spending Assessments (SSA). (The exception is for capital
financing, where each local authority's SSA is determined by its costs of
servicing debt.) Provided the local authority's expenditure does not exceed
a ceiling, there is no obligation for expenditure to match the SSA for each
block. An example of particular relevance to local transport is that

I
Iii
!I

20
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expenditure on highways maintenance and other services (including
concessionary fares, support for local public transport and Passenger
Transport Executive expenditure in metropolitan areas) varies considerably
between local authorities. The difficulties in developing formulae which
are fair (for example, for supporting local rail services) were noted by the
speaker.

legislation. New legislation would be required if, for example, TSG was to
be expanded to cover public transport schemes.
Accompanying the introduction of package bids, smaller road schemes
(those under f2 million) have been transferred from the TSG system to the
category of minor works funded by credit approvals. Public transport
schemes up to £2 million are also funded by credit approvals. Moreover,
the allocation within a package between TSG and credit approvals is
negotiated between the Department and the local authority; there is no
pre-determined allocation between the two categories of expenditure. The
system therefore allows considerably more flexibility than before in
allocation of funds between road and public transport schemes.

Current expenditure is financed by Council Tax, Uniform Business Rate
(UBR) and Rate Support Grant (RSG). RSG is funded by the
Department of the Environment (DoE) The objective of RSG is that if
each authority were to spend at its SSA total, it could charge the same
Council Tax for properties in each band. Overall, local authority current
expenditure is funded as follows:

The most significant difference between allocating funds to local
authorities for capital or current expenditure transport schemes is that
capital funds are allocated on a competitive basis with all authorities
bidding for a limited pot. Authorities that can present a good case might
get all or most of what they ask for while others get little or nothing. The
reasons for this flexiblebidding process are:

20% Council Tax;
25% Uniform Business Rate; and
55% Rate Support Grant.
In summary, important aspects of current expenditure on local transport
are that:

Capital expenditure is often lumpy (uneven spread from one year
to the next);
Transport needs vary depending on the base level of provision in
different areas; and
Priorities should be established locally.

It is fmanced as part of DoE's RSG system;
It allows for very considerable flexibility, particularly in the way
local authorities spend their road maintenance and other services
SSA; and
Allocation is on the basis of a formula, not a bidding system.

In contrast to the DoE's "hands-off" approach to funding current
expenditure through RSG, the DoT tends to be more directly involved in
local authority capital expenditure schemes. For individual major schemes,
evidence of value for money and detailed appraisal are required. In
general, smaller schemes are less scrutinised than larger ones. As regards
packages, the DoT is most interested in the local authority's integrated
transport strategy for an urban or wider area, and the ways in which the
combination of individual schemes contribute to that strategy.

Capital expenditure
Centr al government capital expenditure on local authority tr ansport
schemes falls broadly into three categories:
1,1

nlll

Il

Transport Supplementary Grant (TSG), covering 50% of the
capital costs of roads of more than local importance;
Section 56 grant (s56), covering 50% of the costs of certain major
new public transport capital projects;
Credit or borrowing approvals, guaranteed by central
government (to supplement the above grants, neither of which
are intended to cover all costs).
The overall level of capital expenditure by local authorities forms part of
the Department of Transport's bid to the Cabinet for public expenditure.
The allocation of the budget between the Department's various categories
of capital expenditure is determined according to policy priorities and the
political process.
The package approach is concerned only with local authority capital
expenditure. It has been introduced within the constraints of existing

!

Urban Transport Policy
Urban transport policy differs from national transport policy because:
Transport disbenefits, especially emissions and congestion, are
more apparent at the urban level;
Interactions between transport and land-use are most apparent
in urban/suburban areas; and
The options for influencing the adverse impacts of road use are
greater.
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For these reasons, packages were introduced specifically for urban areas.
The DoT circular introducing the package approach listed the following
nine objectives for capital expenditure on local roads and public transport:

•

Reduce congestion;
Shift from private to public transport;
Improve traffic management;
Conserve and improve the local environment;
Divert through traffic from urban areas;
Maintain roads adequately;
Reduce accidents;
Improve conditions for pedestrians and cyclists; and
Improve access to inner cities and stimulate their economic
revival.

The speaker's "higher order" objectives would be:
To ensure efficient pricing as a means of regulating demand:
(ay
(b)

by ensuring that users of each mode meet the full costs
(including external costs) of provision for that mode, or
according to second best principles (ie adjusting relative
prices) where ftrst best (ie optimal) pricing is not possible;

To provide new infrastructure
(a)
(b)

on a basis of

financial returns, or
willingness to pay

having regard, in the case of (b), to affordability; and
To maintain or enhance the vitality of the urban area.
Local authorities have a range of measures available to achieve these
objectives. Very broadly, they fall into the following categories:
Changing the supply of highway - new roads, traffic management,
parking enforcement, red routes, driver information;
Increasing
the generalised
cost of car use - parking, traffic
calming & other environmental traffic management, transferring
road space to pedestrians, congestion charging (road pricing);
and
Making other modes more attractive - revenue and investment
subsidies, bus priority measures, public transport information,
cycling.

Congestion charging may become a useful component of local authority
urban transport policies. It offers a means of optimising the level of
demand for highway space,. and of providing
a source of revenue
independent of central government. There are two key issues: distribution
and land use effects. In economic terms, government intervention
is
justified where social welfare overall is improved. However, distributional
effects are also important: redistribution
of the proceeds of congestion
charging, e.g. through to subsidising public transport in the transitionary
period, may help allay these concerns.
Presentation

of a Package

The DoT has issued guidelines for presentation of package bids (circular
2/93). Package bids are not mandatory but recommended for urban areas.
The bid should specify:
the area to which the package applies;
strategic transport objectives;
any wider economic/urban objectives;
local transport problems;
local land use and planning policies;
descriptions of policies and projects and their contribution to
objectives;
a chart showing time scales and priorities for schemes/policies;
the timing of implementation of the package;
the cost of the package;
schemes and policies for the forthcoming year, listed with costs;
schemes and policies for future years with broad estimates of
costs;
any subsequent schemes; and
how the package will be monitored.
Presentation
of package bids has been guided by the results of the
Common Appraisal Framework Study. The study pre-dated package bids it was intended to look at appraisal techniques for road and rail, but
developed into a means of presenting package bids. It will help local
authorities to draw up package bids in a schematic way and assemble the
information required to support such a bid. The framework tables are
mandatory for authorities making a package bid. It provides a clear and
disciplined way of explaining the contribution of each measure and policy
towards overall objectives.
Appraisal of Package Bids
The DoT considers three main factors:
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Policies

appropriateness for the urban area;
balance between restraint and investment in
public transport and in increasing capacity
of the highway network; and
addressed towards wider urban problems.

Steven Plowden asked about measures to increase capacity on roads. He
noted that person capacity of a route does not necessary equate to vehicle
capacity; roads tend to be inflexible investment, and studies have shown
urban road schemes offer poor value for money. Is more road space
desirable?

Projects

cost effectiveness;
balance over extent of the urban area; and
interdependence between projects.

Tom Worsley: we want to encourage more people into towns and cities,
and in some cases by car. Some schemes to increase capacity of roads, eg
reducing illegal parking or encouraging off-peak roadwork could be costeffective. Decisions on use of urban land, eg for parking or buses, should
reflect individuals' willingnessto pay.

Overall description of package
specification of objectives;
contribution of projects and policies to the
objectives;
economic and fmancial effects; and
monitoring.

Discussion
Adrian Davis (Friends of the Earth) questioned the DoT's commitment to
spending on forms of transport other than roads, eg Centro's failure to
secure funding for light rail in the W Midlands.
Tom Worsley: resources are constrained. The DoT is waiting to see results
from monitoring Manchester Metrolink and Sheffield Supertram, which
will hopefully demonstrate that despite initial capital costs light rail can
contribute to urban transport.
Andrew Evans (UCL) asked what is new now compared
introduction of TPPs in 1974?

to the

Tom Worsley: the differences may not be very great.
John Polak (Transport Studies Unit, Oxford) commented on the DoT's
emphasis on pricing. In land use planning intervention is accepted; in
transport planning however, perhaps intervention will become unnecessary
if road pricing (optimal or first best pricing) is introduced.
Tom Worsley: models looking at the economics ofland-use, which would
help explore effects of introducing
road pricing, are currently
underdeveloped.
Derek Palmer (IHT) noted the importance of increasing road user costs.
Tom Worsley: the DoT is prepared to look at funding research into
congestion charging, which would reduce the gap between a local
authority's desire to achieve its objectives and its practical ability to do so.

Aileen Hammond discussed what to do with the proceeds of road pricing,
suggesting that each individual be given a "ration", transferable between
individuals and transport modes. This would overcome the regressive
effects of road pricing.
Tom Worsley: a "virtuous spiral" of improving bus services and patronage
would benefit the worst off in society. A road pricing scheme whereby
local residents received transport rations could be studied. He recognised
that women, with lower than average incomes and greater dependence on
door-to-door journeys, would be more likely to suffer the adverse effects of
congestion charging than men, in the absence of improvements to bus
services.
Peter Jones (Transport Studies Group, University of Westminster) asked
about the potential for package bids for rural areas.
Tom Worsley: the DoT is looking at the merits of motorway widening
compared to rail improvements. The least tractable problems for
addressing car-dependence are in rural and suburban areas In Surrey, for
example, where new roads are very unpopular, the solution probably lies
with more expensive and therefore less travel. The UK's annual 5%
increase in petrol tax will help. Political consensus is the key to securing
regional package bids.
Report by Joanna Martin, Transport Economist with WS Atkins, East
Anglia
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TRAFFICMAS1ER • REAL TIME TRAFFIC INFORMATION

Product Position

Mark Sampson, National Sales & Distribution Manager, Trafficmaster pIc

Trafficmaster is the only company in the UK to hold an operating licence
for such a system, with current licensing allowing for the display of traffic
information only. In Japan, on the other hand, legislation allowed games to
be featured - with a similar system already proving to be a great success in
this pro-gadget culture. It would appear that congestion on the M25 has
not yet reached sufficient immobility for the DoT to consider the playing of
games in stationary traffic a safe occupation!

Introduction
"Trafficmaster
is an information
system that tells the motorway user
accurately,
quickly and simply when the road is clear and when it is
congested, it shows the extent of the congestion and the average speed of
the traffic. With this information
available, the driver can schedule
journeys when the roads are at their least crowded, can choose alternative
routes when the journey is underway or at least know the extent of the
delay if there is no option available but to sit it out." This extract from
Trafficmaster
publicity was expanded
upon during the course of a
presentation
by the National Sales and Distribution
Manager, Mar k
Sampson.
Overview of the System
Trafficmaster's
network of sensors covers an area bounded byWalsall,
Cambridge, Dover, Southampton and Bristol. These are mounted in pairs
(one for each direction) on motorway bridges, two miles apart on average.
The sensors operate at infra-red frequencies and therefore enjoy operation
independent
of the weather, with each bridge site calculating a three
minute rolling
average
traffic
speed by virtue of a dedicated
microprocessor.
If the average traffic speed falls below a threshold value of 30 mph, a
central control centre is alerted of the condition. (Trafficmaster states that
with flow speeds above 30 mph, congestion and delays are not apparent.)
Information is then analyzed and transmitted over a radio paging network
to the Trafficmaster
units in subscribers'
vehicles. The information
displayed on the (back-lit) screen shows the speed, direction and extent of
congestion of traffic on the motorway network, on a menu-driven map
system. Informative narrative often accompanies this data, giving the
reason for the congestion at a particular location. Additional information
is also obtained
from the police, motoring organisations,
highway
contractors and local government. The Secretary of State for Transport
publicly endorsed the system in June 1992.
A separate, but fully integrated, service covers traffic within the M25. This
is non-sensor derived, but furnishes information on road closures and
serious incidents. The radio signals are boosted in London, and other
urban areas, to ensure uninterrupted reception.

It was claimed that the Trafficmaster system was superior to analogous
services such as RDS, Ceefax, Teletext and RoadWatch,
through its
portability and update frequency. These other systems were criticised for
their tendency to be slow in delivering information
announcing the
clearance of congested stretches of highway.
PC versions of the system were available, and were currently on display at
certain motorway service areas and Heathrow's Terminal One concourse.
These versions of the service did carry advertising.
Tbe Benefits
In-house market research had revealed that users estimated a time saving
of 4-6 hours per month.
Personal (message) paging was available through the system, although this
was a marginal activity in terms of generated revenue.
In a recent eBI report, Sainsbury's had estimated losses of D.4m per year
due to late or missing deliveries, underlining the potential of Trafficmaster
for the freight distribution market, which was to be tackled in the near
future.
Tbe Cost
Trafficmaster units could either be purchased outright for £200, with a
subsequent monthly rental fee of £20 (available for a minimum period of 12
months), or on an inclusive lease option of £30 per month. Costs were,
however, set to be reduced in the medium term, with options for smartcard
charging from the in-vehicle units already in the pipeline.
Commercial tariffs were th~ same as those for private users. The softer
target market of individual executive' motorists was being concentrated
upon at the moment, since fleetwide equipping was still rather an expensive
commitment.
Customers were targeted as a function of their annual
mileage (especially those driving over 20,000 miles per annum): "With 3
million company cars out there, it's a big market."
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Discussion

TRACK ACCESS CHARGING

Peter White commented that a perceived value of time of £3.30 - £7.50 per
hour was consistent with the user costs. A number of questions to the
speaker raised issues with respect to the user of the system.
When asked how Trafficmaster compared with AutoGuide in terms of the
product delivered to the user, the speaker replied that the Trafficmaster
system did not set out to give route guidance, since too many trips made
over the UK motorway network were without realistic alternatives: "If the
M25 is blocked, what exactly do we say? Route guidance is something we
are a little nervous about as a commercial option, at the moment."
The utility of Trafficmaster was questioned in the light of the prospect of
the DoT providing numerous VMSs with comprehensive network guidance
features. The response was that a key strength of the Trafficmaster system
was the delivery of impartial and credible information to the user: "We do
not offer solutions, we offer information - customers like that, they make
their own decisions".
The speaker declared that the safety aspects had been fully considered,
with respect to loss of eye contact dedicated to the road ahead whilst users
were looking at the screen, although this did not give universal reassurance
to the assembly. The possibility of head-up displays, projected onto the
vehicle's windscreen, was being investigated.
Trend data for nationwide flows and speeds were made available to the
DoT, although Trafficmaster did not wish to become associated in any way
with the image of policing the roads, for example through aiding the
identification of stretches of motorway popular for speeding.
Future Plans
With a successful £9m flotation early in 1994, Trafficmaster was looking to
the future, with patents covering most of continental Europe and the Far
East, and licensing under consideration for the States.
It was planned to cover the entire UK motorway network by the end of
1994, after which other strategic A-roads would be included.
Trafficmaster did not see its future as a player in the hardware market: 'We
are an information provider, not a box shifter - we will provide information
for the technology of systems available."
Report by Andrew
Westminster

Cook, Transport

Studies

Group,

University

of

Philip O'Donnell, Railtrack

Introduction
Following the recent reorganisation of the rail network in Britain, several
new public sector organisations have been set up to oversee the operation
of the network. One of these organisations is the Government-owned
'Railtrack' authority, which owns and operates rail infrastructure (ie. track,
signalling and structures).
Railtrack charges the various train operating
units/companies for use of its infrastructure and is required by Government
to earn a specified rate of return on its assets (this specified rate of return
is still subject to official confirmation as of May 1994).
The well attended May meeting was glad to weIcome Railtrack's Philip
O'Donnell as its guest speaker. Mr O'Donnell began his presentation by
noting how several commentators had attempted to liken the national rail
infrastructure network to the networks of the gas and electricity industries.
These commentators
believe th{tt similar to gas and electricity
infrastructure, rail infrastructure is a regulated utility' subject to detailed
scrutiny by Government-owned
regulatory authorities.
However, as Mr
O'Donnell's presentation illustrated, rail infrastructure possesses several
unique characteristics
and is not directly comparable
to the gas and
electricity networks.
Background
to the 1993 Railways
Charging Report

Act and the DoT's Track

Access

The 1993 Railway Act was originally envisaged as mirroring the electricity
privatisation
legislation of the 1980s. However, the Government has
changed its stance over recent years and months and now accepts it will
have to conti!lue underwriting certain rail services whilst at the same time
encouraging free enterprise' in the supply of other services (Government
contributions to the current network are approximately £1-2 billion).
The 1993 Railways Act has effectively reversed the major reorganisation of
the railways undertaken in the early/mid 1980s (this reorganisation was
named Organising for Quality). Under this earlier structure, rail services
were subject to vertical integration
with emphasis on 'bottom-line
responsibility' (ie. 20 'profit centres' were created; the profit centres took
on the direct responsibility of running their own sections of track). Under
the 1993 Act, this structure was dismantled, access charging was introduced
and management teams were put in place.
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The New Rail Organisation
Under the 1993 Railway Act several new public posts have been created
including the Rail Regulator, whose role will be to regulate the operation
of the rail network and rail services. However, there may be conflict in the
long run between the rail regulator and the Minister of State/rail service
shar~holders. Another post is that of the Franchise Director, who will act
as a paymaster' and will oversee the funding of franchises. The Director's
staff will total approximately 40-50.
The Railtrack organisation will employ approximately 10,500 staff, with the
civil engineering division eventually broken up into 14 separate companies
(vertical organisation could mean that 40 organisations are created in the
longer term). All of the above organisations are still in an embryonic state
and will evolve as experience is gained from the rail privatisation process.

Additional Railtrack income will come from the sale of property. The
above model (as set by the Government)
minimises the cost of rail
infrastructure and maximises the revenues accruing from franchise sales;
the model also allows for incentives.
Railtrack's objectives will be to
pursue cost-based pricing policies whilst maximising its sales from open
access. This type of model is unusual compared to the models typically
used in regulated industries.
Figure 1 shows Railtrack's activities and
assets whilst Figure 2 illustrates Railtrack's income flows.
Figure 1: Railtrack's

Activities and Assets
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The Treasury currently views Railtrack as a public sector utility; in the long
run, the Treasury will require Railtrack make an 8% return on its current
cost assets.
Although
the short-run
rate of return is still under
consideration,
a value in the range 5-5.5% is considered appropriate.
Railtrack intends to meet its financial targets in the next five years by
means of efficiency savings.
Railtrack's required revenue of £2.57 billion can be categorised
following components:
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income of £2.22 billion is formed of the following
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The Railtrack 'fmancial model' comprises the following two elements:
the Franchise Market (these are effectively' sales to the Government'
and are based on cost-based pricing methodologies);
the Open Access Market (this market covers services such as rail
freight operations with sales negotiated on an individual contract
basis. These contracts mirror traditional BR practice).

The Structure of Railtrack Charges
It is difficult to allocate the full costs of rail infrastructure
operations.
Attempts to allocate these costs can be made on the basis of the following
methods:
allocation on a geographical basis;
allocation by volume/tonnage
of particular
traffic or allocation
according to speed of traffic (this type of cost allocation was used in
BR's MALP AS model).
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Experience
has shown that it is ext!emely
difficult to identify rail
infrastructure costs by levels of traffic output'. Various methods of cost
allocation have been devised by British Rail over the last 20-25 years to
help overcome these problems. 'Avoidable cost' methodology was one of
the first ways of allocating infrastructure costs; under this scenario it was
possible to identify which traffics incurred costs in the long run as various
minor' traffics were gradually eliminated from a particular route (ie.
which costs would be avoided if InterCity trains stopped using a particular
route? etc.). This methodology has been given the acronym 'LRIC' and is
similar to the methodology used by Coopers and Lybrand in their recent
Track Access Charging study.
Of the total £2.2 billion required, approximately one third can be allocated
to specific traffics. These allocated costs have been used as the basis for
access charges. The largest proportion of required revenue (45% of the
total) consists of 'apportioned
revenues' which cannot be allocated to
specific traffics. Further research has focused on how these remaining
costs can be allocated equitably.
Efficient pricing signals may be transmitted if 'Ramsey pricing' is used.
This methodology would require robust demand elasticities; elasticities
tend to be readily computable for InterCity traffics but are less readily
available for other traffics. Another way of allocating costs is to base the
allocation
process on the revenue generated
by various traffics (ie.
InterCity services generate more revenue per mile compared to Network
SouthEast services etc.). The drawback of this method is that it is not
based on price elasticities of demand. The fmal way of allocating residual
costs is thus to devise a system whereby vehicle-related and revenue-related
methodologies are used.
Summary of Coopers and LybrandiRailtrack

Incentives to invest in new equipment and infrastructure, however, remain
very limited. One way of inducing this type of investment is by means of
negotiation with those organisations operating existing services or those
willing to invest in rail infrastructure
for commercial gain. There also
appears to be a discrepancy between the investment cycle and the duration
of a rail franchise (ie. the rail investment cycle is very long compared to the
typical duration of a franchise - 15 years). Existing operators are also
unlikely to accep t the disru ptio n as so ciate d with infr as tructure
enhancement/construction
as revenues will fall during the construction
period. To help alleviate this problem, the Franchise Director has been
granted power by Government to underpin investment.
No major problems are foreseen in terms of freight operators
new infrastructure.

investing in

Other devices for promoting incentives include performance targets. For
example, Railtrack is given quality performance targets; Railtrack will be
penalised if these targets are not met. The Franchise Director will
adjudicate as to whether Railtrack achieves these targets. A review of the
charging regime is to be carried out by the rail regulator, John Swift QC.
At the present time (May 1994) no private sector franchisees
forward to operate services.

have come

Discussion
Michael Schabas (Independent Consultant): there appeared no incentives
for train drivers to reduce energy consumption when driving electric trains.

Studies

Under previous costing regimes no 'current account' methodologies have
been used. As an example, prior to the recent changes in cost allocation
methodology, Gatwick Express services incurred infrastructure costs of
£2m whereas
under the new regime,
these charges
will rise to
approximately £8m.
The charges incurred by the various Passenger Transport
(PTEs) are also likely to rise under the new mechanism.

Treasury cost reduction requirements;
Competition/negotiation for track access.

Executives

Philip O'Donnell
agreed there was no i~centives to reduce energy
consumption
(ie. there was a problem of free ridership');
however,
metering could be a solution (AMTRAK had carried out research into how
to allocate electricity charges). Philip O'Donnell stated that until such
mechanisms were fully tested and put in place, operators would have to
share electricity costs.
Peter Collins (LT Planning) asked about incentives
access revenues and property revenues.

to maximise open

Issues
The track access charging regime faced by Railtrack appears 'static' in that
several fixed charges have to be incurred. Incentives to reduce other cost
elements will be encouraged by the following:

Philip O'Donnell reiterated that' negotiation' was the key to maximise
incentives (ie. the Treasury have set various fmancial targets).
Peter Collins: if freight charges are too high and traffics transfer to road,
are congestion disbenefits and other societal benefits taken into account?
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Philip O'Donnell: there have been no changes to the former BR freight
charging regime. The issue remains whether the Government reassesses the
different methodologies used to evaluate rail and road schemes.

Philip O'Donnell answered that the Franchise Director will adjudicate over
the charges incurred by operators and will enforce payment of these
charges.

Roland Niblett (Colin Buchanan & Ptnrs): how will unattributable track
charges be allocated?

John Cartledge said that on certain routes, passenger services only cover
marginal costs (the Aberdaw freight branch in Wales is a particular
example). What happens to these services if the prime user of a route (ie.
freight services in the case of the Aberdaw route) threatens withdrawal of
its services?

Philip O'Donnell: it is necessary to examine the Government's Franchise
Model to see which is the most equitable way of allocating costs.
Roland Niblett: will the service contracts be fixed? (ie. will the contracts
disallow train service alterations?).
Philip O'Donnell: the winner of the franchise will be expected to operate
train services in accordance with the requirements set out in the original
contract, although some level of train service alteration will be tolerated.
Any decision to alter services over a particular segment of the rail network,
say, the withdrawal of services north of Edinburgh, will be taken solely by
the Government of the day.

Philip O'Donnell: potential rail operators should understand the cost
structure of the particular route in question before signing any franchise
agreement (exposure to risk will be an important part of the franchising
process).
Roger Ford (Modern Railways) questioned the validity of Railtrack's
required commercial rate of return targets.

Peter White (Univ of Westminster): if InterCity constructs a new section of
line or significantly upgrades an existing section of line and then abandons
the section of line, will other operators (such as Regional Railways) be
expected to incur the remaining charges and costs?

Philip O'Donnell answered that the Government has yet to publish
finalised rate of return targets. The agreed targets will reflect the value
placed on Railtrack's assets, currently estimated at £6.5 billion (this figure
is subject to alteration by Railtrack's accountants). Railtrack will strive to
meet its initial rate of return target by pursuing cost reduction initiatives
and efficiency drives.

Philip O'Donnell: no, the operator responsible
for the original
construction or upgrading of a route will be expected to meet all costs
incurred.

Eileen Hammond asked about the valuation of Railtrack's assets (ie. is the
valuation of assets simply based on the commercial return the assets can
earn?).

John Glover (Colin Buchanan & Ptnrs): under track access charging
studies of the late 1960sit was found that certain train operations tended to
cover direct costs but not indir~ct costs (ie. wagonload freight came under
this category). Under the new open access' regime, will this be avoided?
Philip O'Donnell agreed that' marginal' traffic often provided a
contribution to the costs of operating a particular route. Since it is difficult
to reject new traffic flows, it is unclear whether the long-run costs of these
types of traffics should be ignored. (BR's Speedlink freight network was
dispanded in 1991 as the full cost of operations could not be met). The
LRIC methodology described earlier can be used to evaluate the long-run
costs of particular rail operations.
John Cartledge (LRPC) highlighted the existence of 'discreet' costs and
the ability of certain operators (ie. NetworkSouthEast's
Thameslink
services) to avoid part of their cost contributions.

Philip O'Donnell replied that Railtrack's assets are valued on the basis of
replacement cost.
Peter White asked whether a similar asset valuation mechanism existed in
the private sector.
Philip O'Donnell: it was uncertain whether public sector utilities had
adhered to the traditional model(s) of asset valuation.
Chris Holt (Trans mark) asked if costing based on vehicle mileage was
dependent on the length of the train.
Philip O'Donnell: the' GEMINI' model monitors train length, although
its application is not universal.
Nigel Harris (LUL) raised the issue of 'performance payments' to
Railtrack staff; for example, how could Railtrack's customers (ie. the train
operating units/companies) measure the performance of Rail track's
signalling staff?
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Philip O'Donnell stated that there are three methods of assessing
Railtrack's services to its customers:
(i)

the 'normal performance' regime (eg. InterCity East Coast Main
Line train services are monitored on four or five sections of the
overall route);

(ii)

a 'persistent problem' indicator (ie. extra compensation applies
if Railtrack services fail to match the requirements
of
customers);

(iii) 'severe

disruption' rebates (ie. rebating of charges will be
forthcoming following major disruption to train services. The
, severe disruption' regime is not fully developed at present and
is viewed in some quarters as being too sophisticated).

Philip O'Donnell also noted that some of Railtrack's customers require
sophisticated methodologies for assessing rebate char&es whilst other
customers are apparently content with simplified models. Customisation'
of methodologies is necessary to suit the requirements of various train
operating units/companies.
Conclusion

All participants agreed the discussion had been illuminating and highly
topical. By noting the embryonic state of the Railtrack organisation and its
various activities Philip O'Donnell agreed no overall conclusions could be
drawn from the discussion. As the discussion revealed, however, several
important issues have yet to be resolved between, say, Railtrack and the
Government (ie. what commercial return would Railtrack be required to
earn on its assets?). Nevertheless, all participants were grateful to Philip
O'Donnell for his attendance and his willingness to discuss several
important issues.
Report bv Fintan Gerachty, WS Atkins Planning Consultants
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Essay Competition
£250 prize
Entries are invited for the first Transp0rt Economists' Group!
Transportation Planning Systems Essay Competition, for a paper on either of the two
topics set out below. Prize money of £250 is being offered for the best essay or essays,
along with the possibility of publication in Transportation Planning Systems journal.
TtYpic 1: "Discuss, with reference to present practices, how travellers' time costs and benefits
should best be evalUCIted in assessing transport investment praposals."
or
TtYpic 2: "How adequately does the new 'Common Appraisal Framework' now being used for
appraisal of multi-modal 'package' bids in the UK enable a fair comparison of road and public
transport investment? In what ways might it be improved?"*
('Overseas entrants 17U2y address the implementation oj the US Financing oj Surface Transpurtation Act 1991, or
other initiatives to roaluaie investment in road and public transport within a common /ramewO'rli)

Essays should be between 2000-5000 words in length
(plus accompanying tables and figures) and must be received
before the deadline of 9 January 1995.
Entries should be sent to:

Transport

TEG!TPS Essay Competition
Professor Peter White
Studies Group, University of Westminster
35 Marylebone Road
.
London NWI 5LS
Tel: 071 911 5000 ext 3104
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Meetings are held on the third Wednesday of each month (second in
December)
at 5.30 for 6pm at the University
of Westminster,
35
Marylebone Road, London NWI 5LS, usually in Room 205. The building is
on the south side of Marylebone
Road, adjacent
to Baker Street
Underground Station. Enquiries to the Chairman, Peter White on 071-911
5000 ext. 3104.

CHAIRMAN
Peter Whi te, Professor,
Tr ans port Studies Group, University
of
Westminster, 35 Marylebone Road, London NWI5LS. 071-9115000 x3104

19 October

TREASURER AND MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY
Don Box, 73 Silverdale Road, Earley, Reading RG6 2NF.

Policies for Public Transport
and Traffic
Cities - a study of seven cities for the DoT

in European

Professor Peter Jones, University of Westminster
The cities studied are: Amsterdam, Stuttgart,
Munich, Vienna, Zurich and Grenoble

Hanover,

16 November

Whole Life Costs of Road Pavements
Dr. Jlijay Ramdas, Civil Engineering Research Centre, TRL

14 December

Economic
Benefits
Infrastructure

of Transport

Services

and

Professor Doug McWilliams, Chief Executive, The Centre for
Economic and Business Research Ltd.
Professor McWilliams has recently conducted studies for
the British Road Federation ("Roads and Jobs" featured in
'Local Transport Today', 7 July 1994) and for London
Underground (summarised in London Transport's Annual
Report 1993/94, page 58). Both indicate substantial direct
and indirect benefits from the provision of services and
infrastructure by these modes.
In the New Year speakers have agreed to talk on the following topics:
PPG13: Transport Planning Policy Guidance and Government Transport
Policy by a speaker from Development Plans and Policies at the DoE
SACTRA - Traffic Generation
Studies Unit, Oxford

by Phil Goodwin,

Director,

Transport

VICE CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY
Peter Collins, Commercial & Transport Manager, London Transport,
Broadway, London SWIH OBD. 071-2273368
0734-264064

PUBLICATIONS EDITOR
Laurie Baker, Environment Department, London Borough of Camden,
Town Hall Extension, Argyle Street, London WCIH 8EQ 071-8605962
(Fax: 071-860 5713)
PUBLICITY OFFICER
Martin Lawrence, Oscar Faber TPA, Marlborough
Marlborough Road, St Albans, Hertfordshire ALI3UT.

House, Upper
081-7845830

PROGRAMME ORGANISER
Ian Gilliver, WS Atkins Planning Consultants, Woodcote
Road, Epsom KT18 5BW. 0372-726140 x2737

Grove, Ashley

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Stuart Cole, Professor of Transport, Director of TRaC, University of North
London Business School, Stapleton House, 277-281 Holloway Road,
London N7 8HN. 071-7535080
Roland Niblett, Colin Buchanan & Partners, 59 Queen's Gardens, London
W23AF.
071-2583799
Andrew Spencer, Senior Lecturer, Transport Studies Group, University of
Westminster,
35 Marylebone Road, London NWI5LS.
071-9115000
x3090
Copy Dates

London Transport

Lecture

TEG members will shortly receive an invitation to attend the L T Public
Lecture to be given on Tuesday 15 November by the Chairman of the New
York Metropolitan Transit Authority.
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Spring 1995
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